Abstract-Multiple instance learning (MIL) is a form of weakly-supervised learning where instances are organized in bags. A label is provided for bags, but not for instances. MIL literature typically focuses on the classification of bags seen as one object, or as a combination of their instances. In both cases, performance is generally measured using labels assigned to entire bags. In this paper, the MIL problem is formulated as a knowledge discovery task for which algorithms seek to discover the witnesses (i.e. identifying positive instances), using the weak supervision provided by bag labels. Some MIL methods are suitable for instance classification, but perform poorly in application where the witness rate is low, or when the positive class distribution is multimodal. A new method that clusters data projected in random subspaces is proposed to perform witness identification in these adverse settings. The proposed method is assessed on MIL data sets from three application domains, and compared to 7 reference MIL algorithms for the witness identification task. The proposed algorithm constantly ranks among the best methods in all experiments, while all other methods perform unevenly across data sets.
I. INTRODUCTION
In multiple instance learning problems, instances are grouped in bags, and a label is provided for the whole bags. The individual labels of the instances are unknown. The standard formulation of MIL assume negative bags do not contain positive instances, while positive bags are said to contain at least one positive instance, called witness [1] .
MIL have been successfully applied to various applications, such as molecule conformation classification [2] and contentbased image retrieval (CBIR) [3] - [5] . More recently, MIL algorithms attracted attention in the medical community, especially for computer-aided diagnostic from images [6] - [8] because it allows learning from loosely annotated images.
In some applications, phenomenons are quantified using a set of observations. Identifying the truly informative instances, the witnesses, helps researchers better understand the phenomenon. For example, Palachanis [9] uses MIL to identify the genomic features governing the bonding of transcription factors in gene expression. In this case, bags represent genes, and transcription factors are instances. Witnesses are identified, and found to be corresponding to biological observations. In automated personality assessment from speech signals, data sets are created by psychologists that assign personality traits labels to whole speech segments. These experts perform this task intuitively, and thus, it is not clear what parts of the signal provided relevant cues for classification [10] . Being able to identify witnesses from positive bags could provide insight on the nature of data. As another example, by comparing the social media posts that a user either reads or ignores, one could infer user-specific elements of interest. All these cases correspond to the identification of witnesses in MIL data sets, which is more of a knowledge discovery task than a classification task.
Not all MIL algorithms allow to classify instances instead of bags. Many MIL algorithms based on bag distance measures [11] , [12] and bag embedding [13] , [14] do not provide information at instance-level, and therefore cannot directly be used in witness identification problems. However, some of these methods, like MILES [5] and Citation-kNN [15] , can be adapted for the task. In contrast, instance-based MIL methods like axis parallel rectangle (APR) [2] , mi-SVM, MI-SVM [3] and KI-SVM [4] infer bag labels based on individual instance classification, and thus can be used directly for witness identification. Although these methods can achieve a high level of performance in specific situations, they often perform poorly when the proportion of positive instances in positive bags, hereafter called the witness rate (WR), is low. In other cases, the methods cannot deal with witnesses sampled from multimodal positive data distributions. The modes of the distributions are clusters corresponding to latent variables in the data set, which will hereafter be called concepts.
In this paper a new method named Random Subspace Witness Identification (RSWI) is proposed. A related method was used in [16] to design MIL ensembles for classification, and was shown to be robust to both low WR and multi-concept problems. RSWI computes a score for each instance that corresponds to its likelihood of being a witness. To compute these scores, all instances of the data set are projected in several random subspaces. Clustering is performed in each subspace, and the proportion of instances belonging to positive bags in each cluster is computed. The score of an instance is obtained by adding these proportions for each cluster it was assigned to. The random subspaces help capture relations in the data and provide robustness against the effects of irrelevant and redundant features, especially when using distance-based clustering methods like k-means with Euclidean distance.
To validate RSWI, the performance of several MIL algorithms with witness identification capabilities are compared and analyzed. Since witness identification is an aspect that has not yet been deeply explored, most existing MIL data sets do not include instance-level annotation. Thus, 2 new data sets have been created using data from real-world applications. The data sets were made publicly available by the authors on his personal website (https://sites.google.com/site/ marcandrecarbonneau/).
II. WITNESS IDENTIFICATION IN MIL METHODS
Several instance-based MIL methods have been proposed for MIL. Instance-based methods classify instances individually and then, using instance labels, infer the label of the bag. These methods are suitable for witness identification. However, classifying bags differs from classifying individual instances. For example, under the standard MIL assumption that a positive bag contains at least one positive instance, when classifying a bag, once a positive instance has been identified, false negatives have no impact. Therefore, the best bag classifier is not necessarily the best instance classifier [17] . This section describes the witness identification strategy of several instance-based MIL methods.
The simplest approach, which is not a MIL method per se, is to consider that the label of each instance corresponds to the label of the bag it belongs to, and train a regular supervised classifier. The negative instances in positive bags add noise to the optimization process. If the proportion of noise is low, this method performs relatively well, but performances rapidly decrease when the WR is low.
One of the first MIL methods, APR [2] searches for a hyper-rectangle in feature space containing mostly instances from positive bags, and as few as possible instances from negative bags. The instances the hyper-rectangle encompasses are considered to be witnesses. While this method is successful in some situations, it has problems dealing with multimodal positive data distributions.
Two of the first MIL methods based on SVMs, mi-SVM and MI-SVM were proposed in the same paper [3] . Both methods intrinsically perform witness identification, but differ in the strategy used to discover witnesses. In mi-SVM, the margin is maximized jointly over the discriminant function and individual instance label assignations of the complete data set. At first, a label is assigned to each instance, and an SVM is trained based on the instance label attribution. Instances are then reclassified using the newly trained SVM. The resulting labels are then assigned to each instance and the SVM is retrained. This procedure is repeated until the labels are stable. The witnesses are the instances with a positive label. MI-SVM uses the same iterative procedure, except that positive bags are represented by the single most positive instance in the bag. Because it selects only one instance in each bag, this method has problems dealing with bags containing positive instances from more than one concept.
Instead of looking for witnesses directly, Maron and Lorenzo-Pérez proposed a measure called diverse density (DD) [18] . This measures the probability that a given point in feature space belongs to the positive class. It depends on the proportion of instances from positive and negative bags in the neighborhood. The highest point of the DD function corresponds to the positive concept from which are generated the witnesses, and instances are classified based on their proximity to this point. Later, in EM-DD [19] , the ExpectationMaximization algorithm was used to locate the maximum of the DD function. Because these methods seek a single maximum point, they assume that positive instances come from a single compact cluster in feature space, which limits their applicability to many problems. It has also been pointed out that EM-DD performance decreases when the number of noisy features increases [19] . DD and SVM are combined in DD-SVM [20] . Local maxima of the DD function are selected and used as prototypes. The distances between the prototypes and the instances in bags are used as feature vectors, which are classified by an SVM. MILES [5] uses the same kind of distance-based embedding except that the prototypes are replaced by instances selected from the data set using a 1-norm SVM. The authors provided a way to identify witness based on each instance contribution to the bag label.
Some methods were proposed specifically to locate regions of interest (ROI) in images for CBIR. For example, CkNN-ROI [15] classifies bags using the Hausdorff distance and the reference and citations scheme of Citation-kNN [11] . Once a bag is deemed positive, each instance it contains is treated as a bag, and is classified individually. The instances classified as positive are the witnesses. KI-SVM [4] also locates ROI by finding the key instance (i.e. witness) in bags using multiple kernel learning. The program is constrained to correctly classify each instance in negative bags. In the MKL formulation, each possible instance label assignation in positive bags corresponds to a kernel. The algorithm seeks a combination of kernels which produces a correct label assignment in the data set. During its optimization, the constraints are satisfied if the bags are correctly labeled, and thus, if the positive bags contain more than one witness from different concepts, some witnesses can be ignored.
Most of the methods are less effective when the WR is low, or when the data sets contain two or more positive concepts. The proposed algorithm, RSWI (see next Section), consistently provides a high level of performance; it is robust to a large range of WR and allows to learn from multi-concept distributions.
III. RANDOM SUBSPACE WITNESS IDENTIFICATION
In this paper a new method called RSWI is proposed. It identifies witnesses by analyzing the neighborhood composition of each instance. The neighborhoods are defined by clusters in multiple random subspaces. The method is related to DD in the sense that this is a measure of the likelihood that an instance is positive, but instead of locations in feature space, a score is given to instances. An advantage of RSWI is that there is no search for a global maximum, which makes the method robust to multimodal distributions. Moreover, RSWI performs a series of simple tasks which are computationally efficient. (see Figure 1) .
In contains N i couples composed of a feature vector and its associated label:
The labels y i j of each individual instance are unknown in positive bags, but are assumed to be negative in negative bags. Following the standard MIL assumption [1] , there is at least one positive instance per positive bag.
With RSWI, instances are identified based on a positivity score computed as follows: At first, subspaces P are created by randomly selecting p features from the complete set of d features. Every instance x in the data set is projected in the p-dimensional subspaces. Next, the data in each subspace is clustered. Here, a hard assignment method (e.g. k-means), is assumed, but any clustering algorithm could be used. Each subspace captures a different relation between instances resulting in different clusterings. The second step consists in computing the proportion ϕ n of instances belonging to positive bags in each cluster k n :
where n = 1, 2, ..., K, and
In these equations, K n represents the set of instances belonging to cluster k n . The size of this set is given by |K n |. These two steps (projection into a random subspace and clustering), are repeated R times. The third and last step is the computation of the instances positivity score θ(x). This score is the mean of all the positive bag proportion ϕ n (r) of the clusters it was assigned to:
where
These positivity scores give an indication of the likelihood that an instance is a witness. The label for x is given by:
where α is the decision threshold. If labeled instances are available, this threshold should be optimized based on the desired performance measure. However, in most MIL problems, instances labels are unavailable. In that case, the threshold can be set by making sure at least one instance is classified as a witness in each positive bag:
where B + is the set containing only the positive bags. Following (6), there will be at least one bag containing only one witness, but the other bags may contain any number.
Because RSWI is a local measure of positivity, it allows to identify witnesses in different regions of the feature space, making the algorithm robust to multimodal distributions. Also, since this measure is relative to all instances in the data set, witnesses can be identified reliably regardless of the WR.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
In many MIL papers, the accuracy is used as a performance metric. While reasonable when evaluating bag classification, it may be misleading in the context of instance classification, where class data is unbalanced. For example, in a data set where the WR is 20% and there are an equal number of negative and positive bags, predicting only negative instances would achieve an accuracy of 90%. This is why the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) and the area under the precision-recall curve (AUPRC) will be used in this paper as primary comparison metrics. To measure the ability of the algorithm to select a decision threshold, the F 1 -scores will also be reported. The F 1 -score is the harmonic mean between precision and recall. Since the negative bags are assumed to contain only negative instances, they are not relevant for the comparison on witness identification, and thus, are ignored when measuring performance. For data sets generated several times, both the average results and standard deviations are reported.
Some algorithms have parameters that need to be optimized on the data. This is done via grid-search using 5-fold crossvalidation on the entire data set. Since the instance labels are unknown, the performance of each configuration is evaluated using bag-level AUC. For the RSWI algorithm, two parameters were optimized. The dimensionality of the random subspaces ranged from 20% to 50% of the complete feature space dimensionality. The number of clusters used in k-means ranges from 30 to 120 with steps of 30. In all experiments, 2000 random subspaces were generated, this has proved to provide stable results in previous experiments. Fewer subspaces can be used especially with low-dimensional data sets, but since the method is computationally inexpensive, this parameter was not optimized. For all methods involving SVM, the regularization parameter (C) ranged from 0.1 to 10000 and the spread of the RBF kernel (γ), from 0.01 to 1000.
A. Reference Methods

SI-SVM:
SI-SVM is an SVM trained using the labels assigned to bags as instance labels. It gives an indication on the pertinence of using MIL methods instead of regular supervised algorithms in a problem. The LIBSVM [21] implementation has been used.
CkNN-ROI: This method was selected because it was proposed for the identification of regions of interest (i.e. witness) in CIBR tasks. The method was implemented based on the details provided in the paper and the CkNN implementation provided on Zhou's website. The number of citers and references, ranging from 1 to 9 are chosen by grid-search cross-validation.
MI-SVM & mi-SVM:
The two algorithms were implemented as described in the original paper [3] . The LIBSVM [21] implementation has been used, and the parameters were optimized at each algorithm iteration.
EM-DD:
The method has been selected as a reference method because it is the algorithm with the closest objective to the proposed method. The implementation provided with the MIL toolbox was used [22] . The algorithm was reinitialized 20 times, starting at the position of a random instance belonging to a positive bag. Only the result from the best run is used.
MILES: This method has been selected because it performs well on benchmark data sets and because the authors provided a way to use their algorithm for instance naming. The implementation provided with the MIL toolbox [22] has been used.
KI-SVM:
This method has been selected because it has been designed to find the key instance (i.e. witness) in bags. Since the bag-level version is a simplification of the instancelevel version, only the instance-level version was used in this paper. The implementation provided by the authors on Zhou's website was used in the experiments.
B. Data Sets
Most existing MIL data sets do not provide annotation of individual instances. Therefore the Letters and Mammograms MIL data sets described below have been created using realworld data from existing data sets to evaluate MIL algorithms on the witness identification task.
Letters: This data set is created using the Letter Recognition data set introduced in [23] . It contains a total of 20k instances of the 26 letters in the English alphabet. Each letter is encoded by a 16-dimensional feature vector. The reader is referred to the original paper for more details. A MIL version of the data set is created by grouping letters in bags. This allows control over WR and the number of positive concepts, which in this context, correspond to the different letters. A first collection of data sets is created by varying the number of positive concepts from 1 to 10. Each time a data set is generated, random letters are designated to be positive concepts, and all others are assigned to negative concepts.
All bags contain 10 instances, and positive bags contain 2 instances from randomly selected from the positive concept. A second collection of data sets is generated to assess the effects of WR. The positive class is composed of 3 randomly selected concepts. Each bag contains 10 instances, and the number of witnesses in positive bags is determined by the WR. All data sets contain 100 positive and 100 negative bags. For each configuration, 10 different data sets are generated.
Birds: The birds data set was introduced in [24] . In this data set, each bag corresponds to a 10 seconds recording of bird songs from one or more species. The recording is temporally segmented, and each part corresponds to a particular bird, or to background noises. These segments are the instances, each of represented by 38 features. Details on the features are given in the original paper. There are 13 types of bird in the data set. If one specie at a time is considered as the positive class, 13 MIL problems can be generated from this data set. Due to space constraints, only the results for the species providing the least and the most number of witnesses were reported. The entire data set contains a total 10232 instances, of which 32 belong to the hermit thrush and 1280 to the Hammond's flycatcher. The difficulty for MIL is that the WR is low and is not constant across positive bags.
Mammograms: This data set is created from the images contained in mini-MIAS database of mammograms [25] . The database contains images of healthy patients, as well as patients exhibiting 1 of the 6 classes of abnormalities. For each abnormality, an image patch is extracted using the location annotations provided with the data set. These patches are positive instances, and negative instances are patches of various sizes extracted from tissue regions not intersecting with abnormalities regions, or from tissue regions belonging to healthy patients. Each patient is represented by a bag containing 10 patches. Because negative patches are extracted randomly, 5 versions of the data set are generated. The data set contains a total of 326 subjects, among which there are 117 subjects presenting abnormalities. Features are extracted from each patch. Similarly to [7] , the feature vector contains the mean and standard deviation and a normalized 12-bin frequency histogram of the pixel intensities contained in the patch. This representation is augmented with the mean local binary pattern (LBP) extracted from a 13×13 pixel grid, and with the mean of densely extracted SIFT descriptors. Finally, the 5 Haralick features used in [26] are also used. The resulting 220-dimensional vectors are reduced to 100-dimensional vectors using PCA. The difficulty for MIL is that the WR is low and there are 6 concepts in the positive class.
V. RESULTS Fig. 2 shows the mean AUC of proposed and reference methods vs. the number of positive concepts and WR on the Letters data set. The AUPRC and F 1 -score were not reported due to space constraints, and because they did not provide contrasting information to the AUC curve. In the number of concepts experiments, the performance of all algorithms decreases as the problem complexity increases. However, three methods, RSWI, CkNN and SI-SVM, are affected to a lesser extent. Both RSWI and CkNN-ROI are non-parametric methods, in which instances are classified based on bag distribution in their neighborhood. These local approaches provide robustness to distribution shape when compared to methods where an optimization process is performed using a global objective on all the data set. While CkNN-ROI is robust to the number of clusters, it is affected by low WR. Instances are labeled positive if they are close to any of the instances of a positive bag. If positive bags contain a large proportion of negative instances, it is more likely that negative test instances are found to be close to positive bags, which results in a high false positive rate. RSWI is affected by low WR to a lesser extent than all of the other methods. This is because witnesses are identified by comparing scores representing the proportion of instances from positive bags in their neighborhood. Even if this score is high in negative regions, it will still be lower than in positive regions of the feature space. SI-SVM dominates all other SVM-based methods and EM-DD. It has been found in the past that in some application, SI-SVM may perform as well, or better the MIL algorithms [27] . With SI-SVM, the problem is reduced to classification with a one-sided class noise. This reasonably applies to this task because the positive instances are organized in a small number of compact clusters, while negative instances are well distributed in feature-space in a greater number of clusters. SI-SVM is the first iteration of mi-SVM. This indicates that the iterative optimization procedure of relabeling and training slowly converts positive regions of the feature space into negative regions. This happens when the number of positive instances is limited and distributed in many clusters. These positive regions become scanty, and thus, more susceptible to misclassification. However, as observed in Fig. 2 (b) , when the WR increases mi-SVM performs comparably to SI-SVM. As for KI-SVM and MI-SVM, during optimization, witnesses are selected under the constraint of bag classification accuracy. Only one instance per bag is selected, which is enough under the standard MIL assumption to achieve high levels of bag classification accuracy. In a witness identification task, however, the goal is not to identify at least one witness, but all witnesses. If all bags contain positive instances from two or more concepts, the instances from one concept are predominantly selected, and thus, the others are ignored, which leads to poor performances. A similar argument can be made for MILES, which constructs a bag representation from an instance selection process governed by bag-level classification accuracy. EM-DD performance also declines when there is more than one concept. This is expected, since the algorithm searches for a single maximum of the DD function corresponding to the dominating concept. All other concepts are ignored.
The performance of the proposed and reference techniques on the Mammograms and Birds data sets is shown in Table  I . The Mammograms data set has a low WR (10%) and is composed of multiple positive concepts corresponding to the 6 abnormality classes. MI-SVM is the best-performing algorithm despite the previous observation that this algorithm is affected by the presence of multiple concepts. In the Letters case, there is more than one witness per bag, although the algorithm selects only one during optimization. In the Mammograms data set, however, there is only one witness per bag, and thus selecting only one instance does not affect MI-SVM performance. The results obtained by RSWI are slightly lower to those obtained with MI-SVM. However, the results standard deviations indicate that RSWI achieves a high level of performance more consistently across all versions of the data set, which is a desirable property in practice.
The experiments on the Birds data set show the robustness of the proposed method to low WR. In the case of the Hermit Thrush, the witnesses represent only 0.3% of all instances. In such extreme conditions, many methods fail. For example, CkNN-ROI, EM-DD and KI-SVM cannot detect any of the witnesses, and thus, obtain a F 1 -score of 0. SI-SVM and mi-SVM obtain appreciable results in terms of AUC but did not perform well in terms of F 1 -score. Results suggest that both methods struggled to find an optimal classification threshold, which is the offset of the SVM hyper-plane. Both methods assume that all instances in positive bags are positive, which causes the SVM to include incorrectly labeled negatives in the positive instance region. When the number of witnesses in the data set increases, as in the Hammond Flycatcher case, most algorithms perform comparably. However MI-SVM and KI-SVM do not achieve the performance level of their counterparts because both algorithms assume there is only one witness per bag which is not the case in this data set.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a new MIL method for witness identification called RSWI. The proposed method achieves a high level of performance in all 3 tested applications, and demonstrated its applicability to problems with low WR and multiple positive concepts. The method is compared to 7 reference methods and obtains the best overall performance and consistently achieves first or second rank, while other methods perform unevenly across applications.
Future research will include methods to find a better classification threshold for the proposed and the reference methods. In addition, usability of RSWI as a component of a MIL algorithm should be explored.
